Rapid Cloud Migration

Delivering cloud business benefits faster

Migrating to the cloud is a key imperative for mission critical businesses, who need to drive
performance, scalability, security, automation and resilience. Migration of applications and data
can be a daunting task and one that businesses often assume will take a long time to achieve.
They understand that there are many considerations around application architecture, choice of
platform and technology, and migration tools and processes.
With the right skills and experience however, migration can be delivered rapidly –
allowing the business to realise the benefits of moving to the cloud faster than they
may have believed possible.

A proven methodology for rapid results
The Server Labs’ Rapid Cloud Migration service sees
businesses move their critical operations to the cloud in just
7-12 weeks. Based on our extensive experience, we have
developed a methodology that gets mission critical businesses
up and running in the cloud in double quick time.
At Genomics England, for example, we migrated 64 applications,
more than 100 servers and over 200 terabytes of data, within a 3
month window.
‘The Server Labs provided invaluable support to define and
execute a smooth transition to AWS for many of GEL’s services.
They take genuine responsibility for successful delivery and are
a pleasure to work with.’

Benefits of The Server Labs’ Rapid Cloud
Migration service
The tangible benefits our clients have realised include:
• Financial savings.
• A more secure and automated security posture.
• Automation and serverless technology.
• Capacity to handle demanding workloads.
• Continuous delivery model for maximum customer value.

Pete Sinden, Chief Information Officer, Genomics England.
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Rapid Cloud Migration

Delivering cloud business benefits faster

The Server Labs’ five-step approach to Rapid Cloud Migration
Phase One: Mobilisation

Phase Four: Option Appraisal

This phase sets up the project, and provides a delivery plan and
timeline. It includes onboarding, agreeing documentation tools
and repositories, high level design, agreeing the as-is and to-be
architectures and scoping the project.

Here, we present and select options. We document the
to-be application architecture changes and cloud migration
architectures. This phase includes high level designs for the
to-be architecture and the tools required to manage any gaps.
It documents the service design for to-be services and the
as-is architecture for any systems that will be retained.

Phase Two: Requirements capture
This phase captures existing and future service requirements.
It includes interviews with users and SMEs, identifying legacy
data flows and formats, and defining the backup strategy.

Phase Three: Requirements Review
This phase maps the to-be architecture to existing systems,
identification of any gaps, requirements for new systems and
tools, and data management and governance. It also looks at
the total cost of ownership (TCO) implications for existing and
new systems.

Phase Five: Implementation Planning
This phase produces the high-level implementation plan.
It includes a phased delivery plan including service transitions,
a migration plan for each system, decommissioning plans, a
change plan and a post-migration cost and TCO assessment.

The Server Labs
The Server Labs (TSL) is an End-to-End Cloud technology consultancy specialising in mission critical services and complex operating
environments. Founded in 2004, TSL provides consultancy and engineering services, from ideation and business case definition,
through design, to build and deployment into production, and a managed service capability. Our core strengths sit within cloud data
and security, with demonstrable experience of operating in highly complex, high value programmes, in mission critical environments in
public & private sectors.

For more information about The Server Labs and the services we offer, please visit our website www.theserverlabs.com
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